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BY JIL MCINTOSH

F

ine pens and fine automobiles have much in common:

"This new pen is inspired by fine race cars, and it's

precise engineering, qualiry materials and meticulous

meant for a younger, contemporary male looking for a

craftsmanship. But while many pens tie in with specif

great pen," said designer Ramon Kingsley, who also

ic vehicle marques, there's a delicate balancing act when cre

designed the Sauvage and the car-inspired Autocross. "It's

ating a writing instrument that speaks to car enthusiasts,

from the old days of Formula One, but incorporating the

while simultaneously appealing to pen lovers fot whom a

new technologies from Cross. A.T. Cross has a long tradi

car is merely transportation.

tion of race cars from our founders, and it's a natural fit

Cross has achieved this in the C-Series, a new line for
2009 that complements the animal-themed Cross Sauvage

where the pen meets the road."
Indeed, the Cross story begins with founder Alonzo T.

Collection, aimed at men this time instead of women, bur

Cross, who in 1896 built the first car in Rhode Island using

in the same price range. The new C-Series is available as a

a steam-powered engine. Former Cross president Russ Boss

fountain pen or as a capless Selectip rolling ball pen that

was a semi-professional race driver in the 1950s, and was

opens with a twist mechanism and has a jumbo ballpoint

named Jaguar Driver of the Year in 1953. But even though

option, a first for the company.

he drove expensive, high-performance vehicles on the track,

fountain pen in performance black
and Monaco blue

he was unusual among his competitors in that his racer also doubled as his daily driver.
On one occasion, his car broke down en route to a Florida race; after a day's worth of
repairs, he drove all night

[Q

the track just in time for the start, and won the race over

drivers who had been practicing there for days.
Likewise, while the C-Series' elegam design and finely wrought details stand on
their own, it's built

to

do a good day's work, no matter what configuration is chosen.

"\YIe ship it with a rolling ball refill," said Sue Coffland, Cross vice presidem of market
ing. "With me new twist mechanism, there's no inconvenience of a removable cap, yet
the refill won't dry our. For those people that prefer a ballpoim, they can imerchange
with our jumbo ballpoim refill at any time." The option makes its Cross debut on this
model, and Coffiand said that it could potemially find its way into other pens. The C
Series' styling cues will also be applied

[Q

accessories, such as cufflinks, that will echo

the finishes, colors and styling.
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Cross C-Series rolling ball pens in
champagne and carbon black
facing page-fountain pen in
Monaco blue

Both fountain and rolling ball pens will come in

very bold, as when you open the hood of the car and you

Monaco blue, a metallic satin shade; in champagne and car

see the name cast in the engine. It's meant to have that feel

bon black, with perforations that evoke the appearance of

ing. And inside each bter, there's a chiseled treatment."

vintage automotive leathers; and a smooth, powder-coated

People who know and appreciate cars will pick up on all

performance black, whose matte finish is intended to echo

these details, he added.

automotive trim. The fountain pen, which comes with a

Other automotive components also find their way to

rhodium plated solid 18karat gold nib in fine, medium or

the pen: the chrome appointments at top and bottom are

broad, also features Cross's first rubberized gripping section,

meant to resemble the facets of wheel lug nuts, while the

which provides extra comfort when writing. The rolling ball

center ring has a strong, mechanical appearance.

pen retails for $90, while the fountain pen is $160.
The C-Series' automotive heritage is evident in several

While the rolling ball is capless, the fountain pen uses a
threaded cap. "We did that with the Sauvage and we had a

details. The clip is "reminiscent of an automotive tool,"

good response to it, so I decided to bring that back,"

Kingsley said. "I wanted to make this functional, and one of

Kingsley said. "It's a very design conscious screw thread

the things I did was add a live hinge. From a side view,

detail. It couldn't just be a stylized screw thread; a lot of

there is a hex bolt on the pivot point. It feels like a car door

thought went into what would be the best rotation distance

hinge-smooth functionality with a purpose. The logo is

of your fingers when you thread it on."
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the Cross Sauvage in two versions:
giraffe patterned brown lacquer
and moonstone blue lacquer with
python patterned cap
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The C-Series-named for Cross, naru.rall~', =c
of a "series" evocative of an automotive brand's :::;.....-:~1
up-was almosr
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years in the making.

mal rheme, the Sauvage pen line hir the

ir was imroduced at rhe height of popularity for

esigned with men in mind, it's absolutely going to stand on

~~_

i:s own."

dress and purse patterns. Likewise, Kingsl~' is COll:l~
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C-Series riding a wave of industrial design and 1960s-ru-:>i""
art, along with rhe exciremem of modern and vimage ra
SLX

or se\'en \'ears

ago, and I remembered a lor of those details," he said,
can hear it from

twO

?:12Ie for both men and women," she said. "Likewise, we said
:0 Ramon, 'Let's try to do the same for men.' So while it's

ffi2.i"K pe~,-,

cars. "I was in Monrreal for rhe Grand Prix

"age was designed with women in mind, bur ir is appro

~You

or three miles away, a humming sound,

For Kingsley, designing the C-Series was obviously a
l.abor of Jove. "A writing insrrumem is a work of art, but how
a they interact with the people who are buying rhem? We
identified a need in the market, to satisfY a younger con
sumer, and rhar was the srarting poim for rhe C-Series.
"I've always been passionate about the details that go imo

and ir really felt exhilarating. I caught that feeling when I was

a car, and I wamed to make sure I carried over rhe same feel

designing."

ing when I'm inside a really beautiful car. I wam someone to

With its wide body and gently tapering ends, the pen is

feel the same way when rhey're using rhis pen."

balanced for a male hand, but Coffland believes that many
women will be pulling a C-Series from their purses as well.
JIL MCINTOSH is a freelance writer, automobile enthusiast and pen collector who lives in Oshawa, Ontario, Canada.

